Sculpture

Key Stages 1, 2 & 3

90 minute facilitated session

Children will discover how sculptures are made, learning about a variety of techniques and methods including carving, casting and modelling. Pupils will see sculptures by famous artists such as Jacob Epstein and Barbara Hepworth as well as the giant ‘Coventry Sculpture’ by Peter Peri. In this hands-on practical workshop, pupils will be able to make their own sculptures from clay to take away.

Teacher note:

- This workshop involves messy materials and accompanying adults will be expected to assist
- Sculpture trail booklets are available for use during teacher-led visits upon request

Learning outcomes

Your pupils will:

- Evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design
- Know about great artists, and understand the historical and cultural development of their art forms
- Use discussion in order to learn
- Become proficient in simple sculpture techniques

Curriculum

- Art & Design
- Mathematics
- English